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In studies of human episodic memory, the phenomenon of reactivation has traditionally 24 been observed in regions of occipitotemporal cortex (OTC) involved in visual perception. 25
However, reactivation also occurs in lateral parietal cortex (LPC), and recent evidence 26
suggests that stimulus-specific reactivation may be stronger in LPC than in OTC. These 27 observations raise important questions about the nature of memory representations in LPC 28
and their relationship to representations in OTC. Here, we report two fMRI experiments 29 that quantified stimulus feature information (color and object category) within LPC and 30 OTC, separately during perception and memory retrieval, in male and female human 31 subjects. Across both experiments, we observed a clear dissociation between OTC and 32 LPC: while feature information in OTC was relatively stronger during perception than 33 memory, feature information in LPC was relatively stronger during memory than 34 perception. Thus, while OTC and LPC represented common stimulus features in our 35 experiments, they preferentially represented this information during different stages. In 36 LPC, this bias toward mnemonic information co-occured with stimulus-level reinstatement 37 during memory retrieval. In Experiment 2, we considered whether mnemonic feature 38 information in LPC was flexibly and dynamically shaped by top-down retrieval goals. 39
Indeed, we found that dorsal LPC preferentially represented retrieved feature information 40 that addressed the current goal. In contrast, ventral LPC represented retrieved features 41 independent of the current goal. Collectively, these findings provide insight into the nature 42 and significance of mnemonic representations in LPC and constitute an important bridge 43 between putative mnemonic and control functions of parietal cortex. 44 45 3
Significance Statement
46
When humans remember an event from the past, patterns of sensory activity that were 47 dependent memory tasks during memory runs: 1) color memory, where they selectively 238 recalled the color feature of the associated image from the word cue; 2) object memory, 239
where they selectively recalled the object feature of the associated image from the word 240 cue ( Fig. 2A, B) . Note that subjects were introduced to the goal-dependent color and 241 object retrieval tasks immediately prior to the scan, and did not perform these tasks during 242 the associative learning session. Details of each phase of the experiment, in relation to 243 Experiment 1, are described below. 244
Subjects learned 32 word-image associations following the same procedure as in 245 Experiment 1. Once in the scanner, subjects participated in three types of runs: perception, 246 color memory, and object memory. Procedures were the same as in Experiment 1 unless 247 noted. During perception runs, subjects viewed the images one at a time while performing 248 a cover task of detecting black crosses that infrequently appeared on images. On a given 249 perception trial, the object image was overlaid with a central white fixation cross and 250 presented centrally on a gray background for .75 s. The central white fixation cross was 251 then presented alone on a gray background for either 1.25, 3.25, 5.25, 7.25, or 9.25 s 252 (25%, 37.5%, 18.75%, 12.5%, 6.25% of trials per run, respectively) before the start of the 253 next trial. These interstimulus intervals were randomly assigned to trials. Subjects 254 performed the detection task as in Experiment 1. Each perception run consisted of 64 255 perception trials (2 trials per stimulus) in random order, with lead in and lead out time as in 256 Experiment 1. 257
During color and object memory runs, subjects were presented with the word cues one at 258 a time, recalled only the color feature or only the object feature of the associated images, 259 and evaluated the vividness of their recollections. We chose not to have subjects explicitly 260 report information about the relevant feature during these runs in order to avoid conflating 261 memory representations with decision-or motor-related information. On each memory trial, 262 the word cue was presented centrally in white characters on a gray background for .3 s. 263
This was followed by a 2.2 s recall period where the screen was blank. Subjects were 264 instructed to use this period to recall only the relevant feature of the associated image from 265 memory and to hold it in mind as vividly as possible for the entire duration of the blank 266 screen. At the end of the recall period, a white fixation cross was presented centrally on a 267 gray background for either 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5, or 9.5 s (37.5%, 25%, 18.75%, 12.5%, 6.25% 268 of trials per run, respectively), prompting subjects to make one of three memory vividness 269 decisions via button box as in Experiment 1. The interstimulus intervals were randomly 270 assigned to trials. Color and object memory runs consisted of 64 memory trials (2 trials per 271 stimulus) presented in random order, with lead in and lead out time as in Experiment 1. 272
All subjects completed 4 perception runs, 4 color memory runs, and 4 object memory runs, 273
with each stimulus presented twice in every run. Thus, there were 8 repetitions of each 274 stimulus for each run type. Runs were presented in four sequential triplets, with each triplet 275 composed of one perception run followed by color and object memory runs in random 276 order. As in Experiment 1, stimuli were displayed on a projector at the back of the scanner 277 bore, which subjects viewed through a mirror attached to the head coil. Subjects made 278 responses for all three tasks on an MR-compatible button box. 279
MRI acquisition
280 Experiment 1. Images were acquired on a 3T Siemens Allegra head-only MRI system at 281 the Center for Brain Imaging at New York University. Functional data were acquired with a 282 T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with partial coverage (repetition time = 283 2 s, echo time = 30 ms, flip angle = 82 , 34 slices, 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 mm voxels) and an 8 284 channel occipital surface coil. Slightly oblique coronal slices were aligned approximately 285 120 with respect to the calcarine sulcus at the occipital pole and extended anteriorly 286 covering the occipital lobe, ventral temporal cortex and posterior parietal cortex. A whole-287 brain T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) 3D 288 anatomical volume (1 x 1 x 1 mm voxels) was also collected. 289 Experiment 2. Images were acquired on a 3T Siemens Skyra MRI system at the Robert 290 and Beverly Lewis Center for NeuroImaging at the University of Oregon. Functional data 291 were acquired using a T2*-weighted multiband EPI sequence with whole-brain coverage 292 (repetition time = 2 s, echo time = 25 ms, flip angle = 90 , multiband acceleration factor = 293 3, inplane acceleration factor = 2, 72 slices, 2 x 2 x 2 mm voxels) and a 32 channel head 294 coil. Oblique axial slices were aligned parallel to the plane defined by the anterior and 295 posterior commissures. A whole-brain T1-weighted MPRAGE 3D anatomical volume (1 x 1 296 x 1 mm voxels) was also collected. volumes of each functional run were discarded to allow for T1 stabilization. To correct for 300 head motion, each run's timeseries was realigned to its middle volume. Each timeseries 301 was spatially smoothed using a 4 mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel and 302 high-pass filtered using Gaussian-weighted least squares straight line fitting with = 64.0 303 s. Volumes with motion relative to the previous volume greater than 1.25 mm in 304 Experiment 1 (half the width of a voxel) or greater than .5 mm in Experiment 2 were 305 excluded from subsequent analyses. A lower threshold was chosen for Experiment 2 due 306 to high motion artifact susceptibility in multiband sequences. Freesurfer v5.3 (Fischl, 2012 ) 307 was used to perform segmentation and cortical surface reconstruction on each subject's 308 anatomical volume. Boundary-based registration was used to compute the alignment 309 between each subject's functional data and their anatomical volume. 310
All fMRI processing was performed in individual subject space. To estimate the neural 311 pattern of activity evoked by the perception and memory of every stimulus, we conducted 312 separate voxelwise general linear model (GLM) analyses of each subject's smoothed 313 timeseries data from the perception and memory runs in each experiment. Perception 314 models included 32 regressors of interest corresponding to the presentation of each 315 stimulus. Events within these regressors were constructed as boxcars with stimulus 316 presentation duration convolved with a canonical double-gamma hemodynamic response 317 function. Six realignment parameters were included as nuisance regressors to control for 318 motion confounds. First-level models were estimated for each run using Gaussian least 319 squares with local autocorrelation correction ("prewhitening"). Parameter estimates and 320 variances for each regressor were then registered into the space of the first run and 321 entered into a second-level fixed effects model. This produced t-maps representing the 322 activation elicited by by viewing each stimulus for each subject. No normalization to a 323 group template was performed. Memory models were estimated using the same 324 procedure, with a regressor of interest corresponding to the recollection of each of the 32 325 stimuli. For the purposes of this model, the retrieval goal manipulation in Experiment 2 was 326 ignored. All retrieval events were constructed as boxcars with a combined cue plus recall 327 duration before convolution. This produced t-maps representing the activation elicited by 328 13 remembering each stimulus relative to baseline for each subject. The previously described 329 perception and memory GLMs were run two ways: 1) by splitting the perception and 330 memory runs into two halves (odd vs even runs) and running two independent GLMs per 331 run type; 2) by using all perception and memory runs in each GLM. The split-half models 332
were only used for stimulus-level analyses conducted within run type, while models run on 333 all of the data were used for feature-level analyses conducted within run type and for 334 reinstatement analyses conducted across run type. Finally, for Experiment 2, two 335 additional memory models were estimated. These models included only color memory 336 trials or only object memory trials, which allowed us to estimate and compare patterns 337 evoked during the two goal-dependent retrieval tasks. 338
Region of interest definition
339 ROIs (Fig. 3A) were produced for each subject in native subject space using multiple 340 group-defined atlases. were first defined on Freesurfer's average cortical surface (shown in Fig. 3A ) and then 360 reverse-normalized to each subject's native anatomical surface. They were then projected 361 into the volume at the resolution of the functional data to produce binary masks. 362
Experimental design and statistical analysis 363 Our experimental design for Experiment 1 included two types of cognitive tasks, which 364 subjects performed in different fMRI runs-perception of visual stimuli, and retrieval of the 365 same stimuli from long-term memory. Each of the 32 stimuli had one of four color features 366 and one of eight object features. Experiment 2 was performed on an independent sample 367 of subjects, and had a similar design to Experiment 1, except that subjects in Experiment 2 368 performed two goal-dependent versions of the memory retrieval task: color memory and 369 object memory (see Tasks and Procedure). Our sample size for each experiment was 370 consistent with similar fMRI studies in the field and was determined before data collection. 371
Our dependent variables of interest for both experiments were stimulus-evoked BOLD 372 activity patterns. In each experiment, separate t-maps were obtained for each stimulus 373 from the perception and memory runs (see fMRI processing and Fig. 3B ). Experiment 2 374 memory t-maps were derived from a single model that collapsed across the two goal-375 dependent memory tasks except when testing for goal-related effects. When testing for 376 goal-related effects, we used t-maps that were separately estimated from the color and 377 object memory tasks. We intersected all t-maps with binary ROI masks to produce 378 stimulus-evoked voxel patterns for each ROI. Our ROIs included early and high-level 379 visual areas in OTC that we believed would be responsive to the features of our stimuli, as 380 Tables, where  393 uncorrected p-values are reported with significance after correcting for multiple 394 comparisons indicated. Here, a conservative Bonferroni-corrected p-value of 0.05/8 = 395 0.00625 was used to indicate significance. 396
We first tested whether perception and memory activity patterns contained stimulus-level 397 information. To do this, we computed the Fisher z-transformed Pearson correlation 398 between t-maps estimated from independent split-half GLM models, separately for 399 perception and memory tasks. These correlations were computed separately for each 400 subject and ROI. We then averaged values corresponding to correlations between the 401 same stimulus (within-stimulus correlations; e.g., blue insect -blue insect) and values 402 corresponding to stimuli that shared neither color nor object category (across-both 403 correlations; e.g., red insect -yellow backpack). The average across-both correlation 404 functioned as a baseline and was subtracted from the average within-stimulus correlation 405 to produce a measure of stimulus information. This baseline was chosen to facilitate 406 comparisons between stimulus and feature information metrics (see below). Stimulus 407 information was computed for each subject, ROI, and run type (perception, memory). We 408 used mixed effects ANOVAs to test whether stimulus information varied as a function of 409 region (within-subject factor), run type (within-subject factor), and/or experiment (across-410 subject factor). 411
We next tested whether perception and memory activity patterns contained information 412 about stimulus features (color, object). We computed the Fisher z-transformed Pearson 413 correlation between every pair of t-maps from a given subject and ROI, separately for 414 perception and memory. Within-stimulus identity correlations were excluded because the 415 correlation coefficient was 1.0. We then averaged correlation values across stimulus pairs 416 that shared a color feature (within-color correlations; e.g., blue bird -blue insect), stimulus 417 pairs that shared an object category feature (within-object correlations; e.g., blue insect -418 red insect), and stimulus pairs that shared neither color nor object category (across-both 419 correlations; e.g., red insect -yellow backpack). The average across-both correlation 420 functioned as a baseline and was subtracted (a) from the average within-color correlation 421 to produce a measure of color information, and (b) from the average within-object 422 correlation to produce a measure of object information. Thus, positive values for these 423 measures reflected the presence of stimulus feature information. Because the perception 424 and memory tasks did not require subjects to report the features of the stimuli (in either 425 Experiment 1 or 2), feature information values could not be explained in terms of planned 426 motor responses. Color and object feature information measures were computed for each 427 subject, ROI, and run type (perception, memory). We used mixed effects ANOVAs to test 428 whether feature information varied as a function of region (within-subject factor), run type 429 (within-subject factor), feature dimension (within-subject factor), and/or experiment 430 (across-subject factor). We also performed one sample t-tests to assess whether feature 431 information was above chance (zero) during perception and memory. 432
We then tested whether feature-level information and stimulus-level information were 433 preserved from perception to memory (reinstated). We computed the Fisher z-transformed 434
Pearson correlation between perception and memory patterns for every pair of stimuli, 435 separately for each subject and ROI. Excluding within-stimulus correlations, we then 436 averaged correlation values across stimulus pairs that shared a color feature (within-color 437 correlations; e.g., blue insect -blue bird), stimulus pairs that shared an object category 438 feature (within-object correlations; e.g., blue insect -red insect), and stimulus pairs that 439 shared neither color nor object category (across-both correlations; e.g., blue insect -yellow 440 backpack). The average across-both correlation functioned as a baseline and was 441 subtracted (a) from the average within-color correlation to produce a measure of color 442 reinstatement, and (b) from the average within-object correlation to produce a measure of 443 object reinstatement. Note that these metrics are equivalent to those described in the prior 444 analysis, but with correlations computed across perception and memory rather than within 445 perception and memory. Thus, positive values for these measures reflected the 446 preservation of feature information across perception and memory, or feature 447 reinstatement. We used mixed effects ANOVAs to test whether feature reinstatement 448 varied as a function of region (within-subject factor), feature dimension (within-subject 449 factor), and/or experiment (across-subject factor). We also performed one sample t-tests to 450 assess whether feature reinstatement was above chance (zero). To produce a measure of 451 stimulus reinstatement that was comparable to our measures of feature reinstatement, we 452 averaged within-stimulus correlation values (e.g., blue insect -blue insect) and then 453 subtracted the same baseline (the average of across-both correlations). We evaluated 454 whether stimulus reinstatement could be accounted for by color and object feature 455 reinstatement or whether it exceeded what would be expected by additive color and object 456 feature reinstatement. To do this we compared stimulus reinstatement to summed color 457 and object feature reinstatement. We used mixed effects ANOVAs to test whether 458 reinstatement varied as a function of region (within-subject factor), reinstatement level 459 (stimulus, summed features; within-subject factor), and/or experiment (across-subject 460 factor). 461
To test whether task goals influenced feature information during memory, we recomputed 462 color and object feature information separately using t-maps estimated from the color and 463 object memory tasks in Experiment 2. We averaged these feature information values into 464 two conditions: goal-relevant (color information for the color memory task; object 465 information for the object memory task) and goal-irrelevant (color information during the 466 object memory task; object information during the color memory task). We used repeated 467 measures ANOVAs to test whether feature information varied as function of region and 468 goal-relevance (within-subject factors). We also performed one sample t-tests to assess 469 whether goal-relevant feature information and goal-irrelevant feature information were 470 above chance (zero) during memory. 471 Averaging across the color and object dimensions and also across experiments, feature 525 information was above chance during memory ( = 4.79, p < 0.001; one sample t-test), 526 but not during perception ( = 0.14, p = 0.892). In Table 1 we report the results of t-tests 527 assessing feature information separately for each LPC ROI. Unrelated to our main 528 hypotheses, there was a marginally significant main effect of feature dimension in LPC 529 ( = 3.95, p = 0.056), with somewhat stronger object information than color information. 530
Results
472
Behavior
This effect of feature dimension did not interact with run type ( = 0.004, p = 0.952). 531
In OTC, we observed a pattern opposite to LPC: feature information was marginally 532 stronger during perception than during memory (main effect of run type: = 3.93, p = 533 0.056; Fig. 4B ). Again, this effect did not differ across individual OTC ROIs (run type x ROI 534 interaction: = 1.72, p = 0.187; Fig. 4D ). Averaging across the color and object 535 dimensions and across experiments, feature information was above chance both during 536 perception ( = 4.68, p < 0.001) and during memory ( = 3.01, p = 0.005). Table 1  537 includes assessments of feature information for each OTC ROI separately. As in LPC, 538 20 there was a significant main effect of feature dimension in OTC ( = 18.59, p < 0.001), 539 with stronger object information than color information. This effect of feature dimension 540 interacted with run type ( = 4.90, p = 0.034), reflecting a relatively stronger difference 541 between color and object information during perception than during memory. All together, 542 these results establish that feature-level information was differentially expressed in OTC 543 and LPC depending on whether stimuli were perceived or remembered. 544
Reinstatement during memory retrieval
545
We next quantified stimulus and feature reinstatement during memory retrieval. Whereas 546 the prior analyses examined stimulus and feature information during perception and 547 memory retrieval separately, here we examined whether stimulus-specific and feature-548 specific activity patterns were preserved from perception to memory retrieval (see 549
Materials and Methods). Because perception and memory trials had no overlapping visual 550 elements, any information preserved across stages must reflect memory retrieval. 551
To test whether feature information was preserved across perception and memory, we 552 representations-a point we examine in the next section. In Table 2 we assess feature 565 reinstatement in individual OTC and LPC ROIs (see also Goal-dependence of feature information during memory
In a final set of analyses, we tested whether retrieval goals influenced feature information 592 expressed in LPC during memory retrieval. Using data from Experiment 2 only, we 593 recomputed color and object feature information separately for trials where the goal was 594 recalling the color feature of the stimulus and trials where the goal was recalling the object 595 feature of the stimulus (see Materials and Methods). Of interest was the comparison 596 22 between goal-relevant feature information (e.g., color information on color memory trials) 597 and goal-irrelevant feature information (e.g., color information on object memory trials; Fig.  598 6B). Because there is a strong body of evidence suggesting that dorsal and ventral parietal 599 regions are differentially sensitive to top-down vs. bottom-up visual attention (Corbetta and 600
Shulman, 2002), we specifically tested whether sensitivity to retrieval goals varied across 601 dorsal and ventral LPC subregions (Fig. 6A) . 602
To test whether goal sensitivity varied between dorsal and ventral LPC subregions, we 603 Table 3 we 623 assess the goal-relevant and goal-irrelevant feature information in individual ROIs (see 624 also Fig. 6D ). Collectively, these findings provide novel evidence for a functional distinction 625 between memory representations in dorsal and ventral LPC, with top-down memory goals 626 biasing feature representations toward relevant information in dorsal LPC, but not ventral 627 23 LPC. Because there was no evidence for preferential representation of goal-relevant 628 feature information during memory retrieval in OTC ( = 1.51, p = 0.237; Fig. 6D ), the 629 bias observed in dorsal LPC was not inherited from earlier visual regions. 630
Discussion
631
Here, across two fMRI experiments, we showed that OTC and LPC were differentially 632 biased to represent stimulus features during either perception or memory retrieval. In OTC, 633 color and object feature information were stronger during perception than during memory 634 retrieval, whereas in LPC, feature information was stronger during memory retrieval than 635 during perception. Despite these biases, we observed that stimulus-specific patterns 636 evoked in LPC during perception were reinstated during memory retrieval. Finally, in 637 Experiment 2 we found that retrieval goals biased dorsal LPC representations toward 638 relevant stimulus features in memory, whereas ventral LPC represented both relevant and 639 irrelevant features regardless of the goal. 640 this idea accounts for our results in OTC, it does not explain our results in LPC, where both 646 stimulus-level information and feature-level information were stronger during memory 647 retrieval than perception. What accounts for this reversal in LPC? Given that our memory 648 task was likely more attentionally demanding than our perception task, one possibility is 649 that LPC is less sensitive to the source of a stimulus (perception vs. memory) than to the 650 amount of attention that a stimulus is afforded. While this would still point to an important 651 dissociation between OTC and LPC, there are several reasons why we think that 652 attentional demands do not fully explain the memory bias we observed in LPC, particularly 653 in ventral LPC. parietal cortex were shown to carry more information about sensory stimuli from prior trials 670 than from the current trial. Strikingly, this bias toward memory-based information was 671 observed even though information from prior trials was not task-relevant. Thus, there is 672 strong converging evidence that at least some regions of LPC are intrinsically biased 673 toward memory-based representations and that this bias cannot be explained in terms of 674 attention. That said, we do not think attention and memory are unrelated. An alternative 675 way of conceptualizing the present results with regards to attention is that perception and 676 memory exist along an external vs. internal axis of attention (Chun and Johnson, 2011) . By 677 this account, LPC-and ventral LPC, in particular-is biased toward representing 678 internally-generated information whereas OTC is biased toward representing external 679 information (see also Honey, Newman, & Schapiro, 2017) . 680
Transformation of representations from OTC to LPC
Another factor that potentially influenced our pattern of results is stimulus repetition. 681 Namely, all stimuli and associations in our study were highly practiced and retrieval was 682 relatively automatic by the time subjects entered the scanner. While the use of overtrained 683 associations was intended to reduce the probability of failed retrieval trials, it is possible 684 that repeated retrieval 'fast-tracked' memory consolidation (Antony et al., 2017) , thereby 685 strengthening cortical representation of memories (Tompary and Davachi, 2017) . While a 686 rapid consolidation account does not directly predict that memory-based representations 687 would be stronger in LPC than OTC, future work should aim to test whether the bias 688 toward memory-based representations in LPC increases as memories are consolidated. 689
To be clear, however, we do not think that overtraining is necessary to observe a memory 690 likely that the reinstatement effects that we and others have observed co-occur with a 711 large but incomplete transfer of stimulus representation from OTC during perception to 712 LPC during retrieval. 713
Notably, the stimulus reinstatement effects that we observed in LPC could not be 714 explained by additive reinstatement of color and object information. Because we tested 715 subjects on lure images during the associative learning task, subjects were required to 716 learn more than just color-object feature conjunctions in our experiments. Thus, LPC 717 representations, like subjects' memories, likely reflected the conjunction of more than just 718 color and object information. This proposal is consistent with theoretical arguments and 719 empirical evidence suggesting that parietal cortex -and, in particular, angular gyrus -720 serves as a multimodal hub that integrates event features in memory (Shimamura, 
Conclusions
766
In summary, we showed that LPC not only actively represented features of remembered 767 stimuli, but that these LPC feature representations were stronger during memory retrieval 768 than perception. Moreover, whereas ventral LPC automatically represented remembered 769 stimulus features irrespective of goals, dorsal LPC feature representations were flexibly 770 and dynamically influenced to match top-down goals. Collectively, these findings provide 771 novel insight into the functional significance of memory representations in LPC. 772 
